
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of coordinator, marketing. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for coordinator, marketing

Organizing interdepartmental activities and external relationships to ensure
completion of the project/program on schedule and within budget
constraints
Coordinating and managing internal and external relationships with respect
to the design, layout, approval and production of product artwork,
component design, marketing materials, and packaging
Collecting and preparing information for use in discussions/meetings,
coordinates meetings and prepare presentation materials
Interacting with product development, production and manufacturing, quality
and regulatory to support new product and customer launches
Providing support to First Aid Division, Private Label and Retail marketing
communication projects including preparing proposals and presentations and
coordinating the development of marketing materials
Providing support and coordinates participation in trade shows and
conferences including maintaining calendars, site set up (exhibits, samples
and literature, shipping) and researching new industry relevant shows
Developing and implementing project and sales reporting and analysis
systems as appropriate
Assisting in developing budgets and monitors, reports on and projects
expenditures for internal and external resources
Assisting with the updating and design of marketing literature including
brochures, newsletters, stationary, advertising
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Qualifications for coordinator, marketing

Basic html coding experience and interest in website design and marketing
Minimum of 1 successful year of brand or consumer products marketing
experience
Ability to multi-task and manage simultaneous deadlines in a department that
serves many time zones, cultures and business units worldwide
Strong organizational and attention to detail skills, good written and verbal
communication and problem solving skills are a must
Proactive thinker who will strive to see the team succeed and contribute to
the overall strength of the department via their professional work ethic and
optimistic attitude
Knowledge in the technical area of television or licensing at plus


